Abstract. Sufficient conditions on weights u( . ) and v( . ) are given in order that the usual fractional integral operator 1, (0 < a < n) is bounded from the weighted Lebesgue space L! '(v(x)dx) into weak-IY(u(x)dx), with 1 < p < oo. As a consequence a characterization for this boundedness is obtained for a large class of weight functions which particularly contains radial monotone weights.
Introduction
The fractional integral operator 1 of order a acts on locally integrable functions f () of IR" as For convenience this boundedness will be denoted by 1 : LP -L.
Such an inequality takes an important part in Analysis. For instance, it is wellknown [5] that (1.1) is a main point to get Sobolev inequalities with weights. Moreover, applications on the estimates of eigenvalue of some Schrödinger operators can be derived from (1.1) (see [21) . where p' =P P I and 1 Q ( . ) is the characteristic function of the cube Q . Although (1.2) is a characterizing condition, it is not easy in general to check it for given weight functions. Indeed, a main difficulty comes from the fact that (1.2) is expressed in term of I, and the integrations over arbitrary cubes are also hard to compute. So it is a challenge problem to derive conditions which ensure inequality (1.1) but more easily verifiable than (1.2).
For 1 <p < q < oo, Gabidzashvili and Kokilashvili [1] proved that (1.4) for all cubes Q . Here XQ denotes the centre of Q, and JQJ = fQ dx. The proof of this result does not work for the case p = q, so the problem of finding a similar characterization for I. -L, ' °° remains open. According to Sawyer and Wheeden [5] , inequality (1.1) holds if for some A > 0 and 1 < t <
iQl(iQl_hJQui(Y)dY)tP(iQi_1fQvt(1_(Y)dY)
<A for all cubes Q. (1.5) In fact, in [5] it is seen that (1.5) implies the strong inequality I : L -associated to (1.1), so a weaker sufficient condition than (1.5), for the weak-type inequality (1.1), is not known. Bumping u( . ) or v' -P' ( . ) as in (1.5) is not always satisfactory. Indeed, taking v'P'(x) = i x i ln (i x i') for lxi < , then fIZI<R v t(1_P') (x)dx = oo, for all t>1 and R < though f111<ft vP ' ( x)dx < oo. But for such a weight function v(.) (seeCorollary 2.8) the boundedness I,, : L -L°° holds true. All of these reasons lead us to consider and study again problem (1.1).
In this work, we first state in Theorem 2.1 a necessary and sufficient condition for Ic, : LP -* L°°. Next, in Theorem 2.6 we will prove that with an additional pointwise inequality, the necessary condition (1.4) [with p = q] becomes also sufficient to ensure I L -+ L°°. Moreover, it will be shown that the test condition could be restricted vu to balls centered at the origin, rather on arbitrary cubes. For radial and monotone weights we will see (in . the: same theorem) that Ic , : LP -L U is equivalent to
for all R > 0. For p = 1 a substitute of (1.6) will be given in Theorem 2.7.
Actually, in Section 3, we will be able to study the more general weighted weak-type inequalities Ic, : LP -wL, i.e.
for all A > 0 and f(-) > 0. The last Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of our results.
Results for classical weighted weak-type inequalities
In this paper it will be assumed that O<a<n, lp<oo and p'=---ifp>1
p -i and u(.), v( . ) are weight functions
Now the first main result, about a necessary and sufficient condition for I, L -^ L, can be stated. (2.4) respectively.
In (2.3) and (2.4) the essential supremum is taken with respect to the measure v(x)dx. These conditions can be seen as limiting cases of (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Note also that both conditions (2.1) and(2.2) can be summarized by
Theorem 2.1 means that the weighted weak-inequality problem for I,,, can be essentially reduced to the corresponding weighted weak-inequality for the restricted operator I. Although a characterization for I L -L remains unsolved, surprisingly it is not too hard to derive sufficient conditions ensuring this boundedness. (Ro, ) for some R0 > 0, respectively. Let
Then w( . ) E N, with constants N = 3 and C > 0 depending on w 1 ( . ) and w2(.).
An answer to the above question can he given by using the growth condition N. v(x) = 11,1< n(:z:
ap' + -y 9
As We have iiieiit,ioiiccl iii the Iiit,roditctioii, for this example the boundedness I,, L -L' is not obt.aiiiahh' fioiii the Sawyer-Whccden criterion (1.6). The constat C in (2.7) depends only on the constants in properties fl and RD but not directly on A result like Corollary 2.9 can be used to derive weighted Sobolev inequalities as
for all g() E C'°(R") and for some fixed constant C > 0.
Indeed, it is known from [2] (see also [5] 
More General Results
In this section a, p, u( . ), v( . ) are assumed as in Section 2, and moreover w( . ) is a weight function. Our 'purpose is now to study the more general weighted weak-type inequalities
for all A > 0 and f( . ) ^! 0. As usual, C is a fixed non-negative constant.
The boundedness 'a : L -is a particular case of (1.1), but for w( . ) 1 the two inequalities are quite different since the weight w( . ) cannot be combined with u(.) or v( . ). It seems that no result about 'a : LP -wL°° [with w( . ) 1) were explicitely written and available elsewhere. Actually, results given in Section 2 are consequences of those we will present in this section.
First a necessary and sufficient condition for 'a L -wL°° is stated. 
and
for allA>0 andR>0. In general, (3.4) [or (3.4')] is an easy verifiable condition since it is just a pointwise inequality. And the main question remains to determine situations for which (3.4) is also a necessary condition for I, L -f wL. In solving this problem, it is useful to note that a necessary condition for such boundedness is the Muckenhoupt condition 
Here N is the integer from assumption R. In particular, the Muckenhoupt condition (3.5) implies (3.4) 
for all A, R > 0 and w() E A. In particular, condition (3.6) 
implies (3.4) (or (3.4)').
Since for p > I the Hardy conditions (3.2), (3.2 k ) and the Muckenhoupt condition (3.5) are both necessary conditions for the 1)01 1l1(ledliess I,, : L P-* L°° , t,lieii it, is a natural qi testiozi to precise Si a lie relati OIlS I)etweezi these three c( mdi tions whenever the weights have a special 1)11 ))crty ilk<' tIn' reverse (1( )Iil)lIIi coiidi tool RD Proposition 3.4.
A) For w(x) = Ix L, with -y ^! 0, the Muckenhoupt condition (3.5) implies the Hardy condition (3.2), and similarly condition (3.6) implies (3.3). B) For general weights w( . ) and p > 1, then (3.5) implies (3.2) wheneve v''() E
RD for some p > 0.
This result yields an explanation why, for the boundedness I,,, LP -L, the Hardy condition does not appear in Theorem 2.1.
Facts described in Propositions 3.2 -3.4 and in Theorem 3.1 can be now summarized.
Theorem 3.5. Let p> 1.

A) The boundedness I : L P -wL Implies the Hardy conditions (3.2), (3.2)' and the Muckenhoupt condition (3.5). Conversely, the conditions (3.2), (3.2)' and (3.5) imply I : LP -wL whenever u( . ), v' -P'() E N and w( . ) E A as in (3.7). B) If u( . ) and v( . ) are radial and monotone functions and w( . ) E A, then 1c wL°° if and only if (3.2) and (3.2)' are satisfied. C) In parts A) and B), the Hardy condition (3.2) can be replaced by the Muckenhoupt condition (3.5) whenever w(x)
Consequently, as announced in the Introduction, we obtained a characterization of the boundedness I : L P -* wL°° whenever u( . ) and v 9 () are radial monotone weight functions and w() E A.
Theorem 3.6.
A) The boundedness I,. L, -* wL,°° implies conditions (3.3), (3.3)' and (3.6). Conversely, these conditions (3.3), (3.3) and (3.6) Imply I, :
-* wL whenever
u() E N and w() e A as in (3.7). B) If u( . ) and v( . ) are radial and monotone functions and w( . ) E A, then I : L -* wL,°° if and only if (3.3) and (3.3)' are satisfied. C) In parts A) and B), condition (3.3) can be replaced by (3.6) whenever w(x) =
>0.
Proofs of the results
First we prove results in Section 3 and next outline proofs of those stated in Section 2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
'-nJ f(y)dy f(y)dy
I y I< R IzI<r-yI<IzI 2 f -y-_-f(y) dy
Jlx-yI<21x1
Similarly as above, the main point for condition (3.2) is So taking such a function g(•) in inequality (4.2) and assuming that 
Here A > 0 is taken as the constant in the Hardy conditions (3.2) and (3.2)*. Arguing as in (4.2) and (4.2)*, estimates of Si and $2 are reduced to get the Hardy inequalities type
Since the arguments are similar, the proof is limited to that of (4.3). (4.4) where the (k's are disjoint sets. This cutting summation is valid for 1 < p < no and can be directly seen by using the definition of II II,-and the fact that
One of the point keys is the inequality
Ikf()'ek(.) L poo kf()'ek()ILpoo
To prove (4.3) it can be assumed that f() ^! 0 is a* bounded function with compact support, since the further estimates do not depend on the bound of f( . ), and the monotone convergence theorem will yield the conclusion for general non-negative functions. Since One of the crucial points to get It,, L -+ wL°° is the inequality
where C > 0 is a fixed constant. Inequality (4.10) is true for p = 1 since
For p> 1, (4.10) is also true since Ia : L(dx) -LP (xI P dx). This last boundedness can be seen by applying one of the well-known boundedness criteria for I, on weighted L"-spaces (see [5] ). Now assuming hypothesis (3.4), the boundedness Ia: Lcan be obtained as follows: 
C6
I f(x) sup {wtya(u(y)) Pd. (by condition (3.4) First consider the case where R is small, i.e. R < R0 .
And for 
u(y) dy c(Mapu)(x) = c v(x).
JIvI<R
To prove (2.6)' it is sufficient to find a fixed constant C > 0 for which i x i u (x ) <C for 4_I lxi < ll <4l'l.
It is equivalent to write u(x) c21 y Iv( y ) = c 2I y I( Map u )( y ) .
( 4.14)
Inequality (4.14) is an easy consequence of the fact that u( . ) E RD. Indeed, for some constants C3, C4 > 0 
